
The WHO wants to be able to require vaccines, tracking, medical exams, & to censor
public speech RE:  risky research, vaccines, lockdowns, & quarantines. HB 73 is a critical
step towards protecting Ohio residents from harmful intrusive interference and mandates
from this international organization.  The Censorship and extortion of MD & RPhs, or any
OTHER healthcare workers who had wanted to prescribe & dispense medications per
patients' right to try -vs- submitting to the unknowns of the various, so called EUA
"vaccines" AND the sequelae from said jabs that have neither been sufficiently
documented, nor prosecuted, MUST STOP!  There must never again be a mandate to
take medication at the Public, nor private sector level:  schools, businesses, military,
government jobs...the VAERS reports that have been submitted are quite telling.  The rest
that tout the benefit of these injections only NOW having been studied (those gazillions of
lab rats now suffering or dead, WERE the retrospective "study" & the whole thing was a
crime scene against humanity, ALA:  Mengele ... not a drop of "informed consent" ...
"vaccine" was redefined in real time, HCQ & IVM were disavowed & dispensing either was
at the risk of license suspension/career ending intimidation & threat & individual rights and
freedoms were tossed out the window for the MD/Patient diad.  American sovereignty
MUST be protected & legislation should solidify that at both state & federal levels.  I've
often contacted Balderson, Brown, & Vance RE:  protecting us against JOE BIDEN's
propensity to ceed our sovereignty to the WHO/WEF/et al, as well as these illegal
migrants who have NOT been screened & micromanaged as have the American
populace.  Although I fear what else might be buried within this ridiculous 200+ pg bill, I'm
trusting legitimate advocate groups who've endorsed it, and I ask you to please protect
America when Joe Biden & his tyrannical cabal refuse to do so.  Me and many other
critical thinking family & fellow Americans have not caved to take this illicit MRNA
poisonous experiment, and sadly, many will not discover what harms it has imposed upon
them personally for days, months or years to come.  "SCIENCE" was bought, paid for, and
FAILED US globally!  DO NOT ALLOW AMERICA to slide into the GLOBALIST, NEW
WORLD ORDER EVER AGAIN!  Ivermectin, HCQ & a host of other FDA approved meds
w/ high safety profiles have saved several of my own elderly family members and the
testimonials do not stop there!  The more jabs, the more likely folk were to get CV multiple
times & suffer from the JAB'S treacherous fallout, long and short term.  Thank GOD for the
brave medical people who did NOT betray their Hippocratic Oaths...too many to name...at
the risk of job loss, inability to feed, house & clothe their families, & the relentless specter
of financial ruin that loomed large with their public persecution.  "Misinformation" DID not
come from that subgroup of actual medical professionals and those from whom licenses
were stripped or suspended, and whose credentials were slandered should receive
PUBLIC apologies & restitution.

ALL IT TAKES FOR EVIL TO PREVAIL IS FOR GOOD MEN TO DO NOTHING.

DO NOT DO NOTHING!  Support this bill!


